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Flights Delayed By New Covid-19 Protocols - Mexico (18)
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Ви повинні увійти в систему, щоб мати доступ до кошика
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue at Covid-19 test stand to get a rapid test before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue at Covid-19 test stand to get a rapid test before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue at Covid-19 test stand to get a rapid test before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue at Covid-19 test stand to get a rapid test before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue at Covid-19 test stand to get a rapid test before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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Passengers queue to check their luggage before boarding their flight at Mexico City International Airport. Hundreds of passengers have been left stranded by flight delays due to new protocols for the new Omicrom variant. Mexico City, Mexico, January 8, 2022. Photo by Luis Barron/Eyepix Group/ABACAPRESS.COM
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